This meeting is a follow up to the Special Members Meeting held in May and June’s
Annual General Meeting. Today, the Governance Committee will be telling you about
the progress we’ve made responding to issues raised at the Special Members’
meeting in May of this year. At the end of the meeting, we’ll celebrate the ongoing
relationship we enjoy with the City of Guelph.
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You gave the Board an ambitious list of things you wanted them to change. First and
foremost you wanted the CSS programs to be restored to provide the services CSS
clients want and need. That meant we would need to deal with funding and extend
the employment of the CSS employees who had been terminated. You told the Board
the relationship with the City of Guelph was important and that you wanted it
renewed.
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You also had a number of things to say about how the Board did business.
You wanted Directors to respect the 6 year term limits in the by-laws.
You wanted the Board to give advance notice to membership about the things
happening in Board meetings so you could speak to the Board about things that were
important to you.
You wanted the Board meetings kept open to the greatest extent possible so you
would feel welcome at meetings and heard if you chose to address the Board.
You wanted to see the minutes from Board meetings as soon as possible to know the
Board was acting in your interests.
You wanted the policies and procedures the Board used to be aligned with the bylaws
You also wanted the Board to bring the by-laws into compliance with the newest
Ontario Non-for-Profit Corporation Act
You wanted the Board to set up a proxy process
Finally, you required a progress report from the Board about the things you asked for.
We were able to report a little progress at June’s AGM. We have more to report
today. Let’s look at these things in turn.
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Members asked that Board agendas be posted seven days before a meeting with
sufficient description to enable readers to understand what will be discussed and
what proposals have been prepared for approval (May 2019 Special Meeting).
What have we done about that? Three things
First, all Board agendas and minutes are posted on the GWSA web site a week in
advance.
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You’ll find the minutes just off the Board of Directors page on the website.
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We list the date, the occasion for the meeting, and provide links to the agenda and
the minutes. Occasionally, we make a few notes if the meeting was special in some
way.
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• Second, we’ve updated the Position Description for the Board President to require
agendas that provide sufficient detail to understand what is to happen at each
meeting and to provide the agenda and related documents to Committee
members a sufficient time in advance for review.
• Yes, that means your Directors have some homework to do before they come to
the meetings.
And, the third improvement we made to agendas has to do with what “sufficient
detail” looks like. We’ve developed a model for future reference.
We try to give one or two word summary of what should come out of a particular
agenda item. All of these say “Approve” but other common phrases I use are:
FYI – if we’re presenting something that is only informational
Choose – if there are several options and we need to pick one. For example, the
December Board meeting will have the Directors choose a facilitator to help us with
strategic planning
Input – For projects that are in an early stage, we might ask the Directors for their
input on what direction or approach to take.
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I frequently list who is presenting a particular topic
For each agenda items, there is a brief description . In the top example here, the
Board was reviewing changes to the Succession Planning & Nominations Committee.
The agenda highlighted the changes so the Directors wouldn’t miss them in case they
were reading quickly.
We also, generally, include a proposed motion. Often times the motion will change
but at least we have a good place to start when it’s time to make a motion.
.
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The next step to improve Board transparency was to look for an authoritative source
on when it was appropriate to move to a closed meeting. We adopted the guidance
detail ed in “Ontario’s Open Meeting Requirements” and included that information
for reference in a new “GWSA Appendix 20: Open Meetings Guide”. That means that
the GWSA Board will be using the same guidelines cities across all of Ontario use.
We still have to close the door on the Board room because of noise at the front desk.
However, we now have a sign on the door that says “Board meeting in Progress.
Members welcome.”
Finally, you asked us to post minutes to the web site within 24 hours after meetings.
We generally manage to get minutes posted within 72 hours after each Board
meeting (This is minimum time we need to draft minutes and circulate to directors
for feedback, and approval). We simply can’t turn the approval process around in
time to have minutes posted in 24 hours.
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The Governance Committee has looked at both current and pending legislation.
ONCA – the pending Ontario Nonprofit Corporations Act was passed in 2010 but has
not yet been proclaimed. That is supposed to happen some time in early 2020. The
Ontario Nonprofit Network is advising organizations to wait until ONCA’s fate is
settled before making changes. Regulations are still being developed and things are
still in flux.
If ONCA doesn’t go into effect, it will sunset and go away completely. If it does go into
effect, we will have three years to become compliant. Since we don’t have any
pressing matters that we need to address – we have decided to heed ONN’s advice
and wait to understand what the legislation looks like before trying to comply with it.
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The Governance Committee will address requirements for ONCA compliance once
details become clear and are enacted into law.
A year ago, we organized a Special Members’ meeting to save CSS. GWSA’s bylaws
allow for proxy voting at the discretion of the Board. Some people planned to collect
lots of proxies to use at the meeting. We anticipated a big, nasty mess.
We were unable to determine from the 2018 Board what GWSA’s rules are for proxy
voting. Maybe there aren’t any agreed rules.
Ultimately, we reached an informal agreement with the 2018 Board to not allow
anyone to vote by proxy at the Special Members’ meeting. And we decided to fix the
process.
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We were asked to review past and present policies as well as current versions to
evaluate recent changes, reverse any policy changes that were not in compliance with
the Community Benefit Agreement or By-Law, and ensure ONCA compliance and
eliminate any conflicts. (AGM June 2019):
Action:
The Governance Committee has reviewed and revised Terms of Reference for all
Committees to ensure they were in compliance with the Community Benefits
Agreement and By-Law. We’ve introduced a “Terms of Reference Template” to
promote consistency and eliminate conflicts with Policies or By-law. The Template
stipulates that each Committee include a City of Guelph employee, if the City chooses
to appoint someone. We have addressed any areas found out of compliance with
either the by-laws or the CBA.
The Governance Committee also needs to ensure that governance documents are
properly maintained. We’ve improved our tracking of that. And, the Governance
Committee has developed a living Action Plan to prioritize and track our progress
with all Committee responsibilities.
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One of the most important places we’ve made changes is with the Succession
Planning & Nominations Committee. If we get the right Directors on the Board, a lot
of other problems will take care of themselves. Previously, the Succession Planning
and Nomination Committee included the President and the Vice-President. We
changed the composition of that committee to provide more membership input into
who joins the Board. The Committee now comprises 5 members: a Board member
(appointed by the President), a former Board member, a City employee, and two
active GWSA members, one of whom has leadership experience. This reduces
influence of current Board Executive. Further, the Committee shall also choose its
own chair. We wanted to make sure this committee operated independently. We
think having more perspectives on the committee will lead to a wider variety of
perspectives on the Board.
New Responsibilities have been introduced so that the Committee will actively recruit
individuals to fill “skills gaps” that are projected to occur as a result of Director
retirements and resignations.
To cushion the impact of possible Board turnover, we have added a new requirement
that terms of office shall be staggered.
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The GWSA by-laws set a 6 year term limit for Directors. That limit wasn’t always
followed by our predecessors. So, the updates to the Succession Planning &
Nominating Committee reaffirm the GWSA’s commitment to a term limit of six
consecutive years for a Director followed by a minimum of two years out of the
Director role before the individual is again eligible to serve as a Director. The Terms of
Reference now include include several examples of how partial years of service
should be counted.
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The events in the Spring were primarily driven by our membership’s desire to save
the Community Support Services program. Those of you who attended the AGM
meeting in June have already had an update. But, in case you missed it, here are the
highlights.
All but one program continued without interruption.
We were able to recapture the United Way funding for the next year. We have to
meet two conditions: meet the program delivery objectives and fix the Governance
problems
We missed a couple of sessions run by one of our dietitians because the money was
lost before the new Board was in place. That is corrected now. The new Board voted
to dip into the GWSA’s reserves to fund the program and we hope our original donor
can find money for us again in the next funding cycle.
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Positions where staff were displaced in the Spring have been rehired, with staff
compensated as appropriate. Reinstating these positions allows us to provide
continuity of support for members most in need.
Maryanne Wilford retired to step into her new role as grandmother. We just couldn’t
compete with her first grandchild!
To provide continued leadership, the Board undertook a comprehensive process to
hire Cheri Herdman as the new manager for CSS. You can chat with Cheri after our
meeting.
Pat Gage’s last official day of work is later this week. We’ve found our new
Administrative Assistant who will be starting work on January 7. Pat has agreed to
come back for 32 hours in January to train her.
Neither Maryanne nor Pat’s departure came as a surprise to those who knew them.
The Governance Committee has developed a revised Position Description for the CSS
Manager and New Terms of Reference for the CSS Staff Advisory Committee to
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ensure activities are supported and continue to be aligned with community needs.
Position Descriptions have also been revised for the CSS Administrative Assistant, CSS
Community Eat Well Co-ordinator, the CSS Feeling Better Move Well Co-ordinator,
and the CSS Outreach Program Co-ordinator.
The Board recently purchased replacement computers to provide CSS staff with the
tools they need for the job. Previous computers used by CSS were outdated and could
no longer be upgraded.
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The Community Benefits agreement is being renewed with the City of Guelph as part
of our joint commitment to CSS programs and our partnership with the City. In the
renewal, we have three changes
A few more hours of non-exclusive use of the facilities on the weekends. Every time I
give someone a tour of the Evergreen Centre, they comment about what a busy,
vibrant place it is. That makes me very happy but it also points to the fact that we can
always use more space for our programs. So, we asked for a few more hours of use.
We also asked for access to our membership list so we can do a better job of
communicating with our members.
We intend to be very careful about how we use that information. To that end, Cem
Kaner will be leading a committee to overhaul the GWSA Privacy Policy. You might
have read about that on page 6 of the November Sentinel. If you didn’t, you can get a
copy from Cem or read it online.
The final change was to the language describing Community Support Services. The
new language reflects the spirit of CSS without tying us to the specific programs we
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have today. Those supportive programs are a centerpiece of the CBA and reflect a
deep commitment to the programs on the part of the City as well as the Board.
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Today, we have the signing ceremony for the new GWSA – City of Guelph Community
Benefits Agreement.
We’ve invited City Councillors to make a few remarks and celebrate with us
Remarks from City Councillors . . .
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